Hunan Library

Special PARTY

CHINESE CORNER

Invitation

Time:
21 April 2:30 PM-3:30 PM

Place:
Room No.1213, Guoxuetang, Hunan Library, 169 Shaoshan Road, Changsha City, Hunan

Participants:
Foreign friends and their families
Guo xue tang (国学堂) of Hunan Library

Guo xue tang is a place with ancient characteristics yet clearly interpreted in a modern design. Many traditional Chinese classes or events have been held here every week, such as calligraphy classes, Chinese painting classes and tea art shows. And it's such a perfect and pleasant place for chatting, learning Chinese and experiencing Huxiang culture.
What will we do at the party?

Ancient books repairing

The repairing craftsman will teach attendees how to repair ancient books.
Famous calligrapher of Hunan will teach attendees how to use a writing brush and create a calligraphy of their own.
Traditional Instrument Playing

Listen and appreciate Guzheng (古筝) music.
Paper Cutting Art

Learn to cut your own zodiac animals.
Make your own Chinese knots
Hunan embroidery

Hunan embroidery is considered one of the four great embroidery styles of China, and it has been practiced in our country for hundreds of years. If you are interested in knowing more. Come and have a go yourself!
Founded in 1904, Hunan Library was one of the earliest provincial public libraries in China. In 1984, Hunan Library was moved to the site on Shaoshan Road and formally opened to the public.
There are more than 220 librarians in Hunan Library now. The library holds a collection of about 3,400,000 volumes, including Chinese and foreign languages books and journals, rare ancient books, genealogies, personal letters, calligraphies and paintings. Hunan Library is significant for its abundant local documentation, including an extensive literature about the Hunan Revolution, local documents and works written by Hunan writers. There are more than 10 different kinds of loan desks, reading-rooms and study halls, which lend the readers books and periodicals both in Chinese and foreign languages.
Through industrious endeavors by several generations of librarians and a hundred years accumulation, the library has played an important role in disseminating culture and serving the community. It has also made important contribution to socialist moral, political and material civilization.
Contact Us:
Address: No.169, North Shaoshan Road, Changsha City, Hunan Province
Tel: (+86 731) 84129413, 84174128
Card Applying Service Tel: (+86 731) 84174122
Book Renew Tel: (+86 731) 84174174
Bus Line: 105, 131,146,19,202,348, 6,701,7
Name of the Bus Station: Yaoling Bei (North Yaoling)

Foreign languages books reading room info.:
Service hours: 8 AM-6 PM (Tuesdays closed)
Locate: Room 1302, Hunan Library
Tel: 0731-84174174
Contact person: Chani Zhang
Wechat: 13687326298
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